
BY BOB DEAL

Is the concept of
multiple use still
valid and applicable
to federal forest
management or has
it evolved into some-
thing rather different
from its original
vision and intent? 

The concept of multiple-use
forestry was established more than 50
years ago when the Multiple-Use and
Sustained-Yield Act (MUSYA) was
passed in 1960. However, the idea has
evolved and been modified by chang-
ing public demands and increasing
scrutiny of federal land management
where today the focus is on non-timber
objectives and the goods and services
these lands provide. This article will
provide an overview of the history of
multiple-use forestry, how it has
evolved, challenges, and emerging
opportunities. Other articles in this
issue will provide different perspec-
tives on multiple-use management
from federal forest managers, non-
governmental agencies, and private
forest managers in the region.  

It is helpful to review the concept
and set the historical context of multi-
ple-use forestry. The Forest Reserve Act
in 1891 and the Organic Act of 1897 set
aside forest reserves from public lands
that would later become national
forests. The purpose of these reserves
was primarily timber production and
watershed and forest protection, with

the intent to provide a sustainable
supply of timber and range, and a
dependable flow of water for future
generations.

The focus on timber, water, and
grazing began to change and by the
1950s national forests no longer held
enough of all resources to meet the
growing needs of an increasing popu-
lation and an expanding economy.
Changing public demands were also
apparent—the public wanted a broad-
er suite of services provided from pub-
lic lands including fish, wildlife, and
recreational uses. This shift led to the
passage of the Multiple-Use and
Sustained-Yield Act (MUSYA) in 1960,
the first of many new environmental
laws in the 1960s and 1970s. Other

important laws created during this
time included the Wilderness Act,
Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act,
National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA), and the Endangered Species
Act (ESA). 

MUSYA, as a starting point, author-
ized and directed the Secretary of
Agriculture to develop and administer
the renewable resources on national
forests for multiple use and sustained
yield. With this law, the Forest Service
(USFS) faced a mandate to include the
five major uses (timber, water, range,
recreation, wildlife) of national forests
with no use greater than any other.
MUSYA defined multiple use as the
“management of all the various renew-
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Canoers enjoy Scott Lake in the Willamette National Forest with the Three
Sisters Mountains in the background.

 



able surface resources of the national
forests so that they are utilized in the
combination that will meet all the
needs of the American people.”
Sustained yield was defined in MUSYA
as “the achievement and maintenance
in perpetuity of a high-level annual or
regular periodic output of the various
renewable resources of the national
forests without impairment of the pro-
ductivity of the land.” Essentially,
MUSYA directed the USFS to give
equal consideration to outdoor recre-
ation, range, timber, water, and
wildlife and fish.

Challenges for multiple-use
forestry

However, the implementation of
MUSYA did not end all conflicts
caused by the increasing demand for
resources from public lands and an
intense debate started to determine
the most desirable balance of goods

and services provided by multiple-use
forestry. It was apparent that all
resources could not be provided on all
lands and the public was becoming
more interested in being directly

involved with management decisions.
The National Federal Management Act
(NFMA) of 1976 directed more public
input into management and planning
of forestlands. This legislation set up a
new process for public input and con-
sultation with scientists and outside
organizations on management plans
for national forests. However, NFMA
did not solve problems, but rather
developed into a legal chess match
between groups with differing visions
of the future forest. Wilderness areas
and national monuments in national
forests narrowly limited management
options and created preserves more
analogous to national parks. Other
forests continued to harvest timber at
levels that many felt were unsustain-
able with road building and clearcut-
ting that was socially unacceptable
with some segments of the public. 

Management plans and alternatives
developed through NFMA were
increasingly challenged in courts and
lawsuits delayed or prevented adop-
tion of forest plans. For the Pacific
Northwest, conflicts over old-growth
forests and the northern spotted owl
culminated with the implementation
of the Northwest Forest Plan (NWFP)
in 1994, and management shifted from
sustainable timber production to an
emphasis on endangered species. 
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A forwarder collects small-diameter bundles of trees that are used for biomass.



In the decade preceding the NWFP,
annual timber volume sold averaged
about 4.5 billion board feet (BDFT) in
the NWFP area of Oregon and
Washington, and the final NWFP
called for an average probable sale
quantity (PSQ) of 805 million BDFT.
One of the main goals of the NWFP,
along with conserving biodiversity and
owl habitat, was “the need for a sus-
tainable supply of timber and other
forest products that will help maintain
the stability of local and regional
economies.” However, this goal of a
reduced but predictable and sustain-
able timber harvest on federal lands
was not met and had significant nega-
tive effects on rural economies. 

In Alaska, subsistence use, fish and
wildlife habitat, and recreation came
to dominate management plans in the
region. The closure of pulp mills in
Alaska in the late 1990s led to a greatly
scaled back timber program. For the
Tongass National Forest, the largest
national forest in the country, annual
timber harvest declined from over 600
million BDFT to current levels of less
than 50 million BDFT. These changes
both in Alaska and the Pacific North-
west underscore the continued chal-
lenges with multiple-use forestry and
the difficulty of providing many goods
and services from federal forests in an
integrated plan that satisfies the gen-
eral public.

Perhaps multiple-use forestry is no
longer a relevant concept or is too dif-
ficult to implement. Part of the prob-
lem is that multiple use is difficult to
explain to the public in a meaningful
fashion. However, I do believe there
are opportunities to reframe the dis-
cussion more broadly using an ecosys-
tem services framework rather than
multiple-use forestry. Some ideas are
provided next.  

Opportunities and changes for
multiple-use forestry

A general agreement among stake-
holders is that all lands cannot simul-
taneously provide all goods and serv-
ices. Some special or dominant use is
necessary to provide a focus on the
highest priorities at broad scales. For
example, some of this prioritization is
already in place with Wilderness and
roadless areas, and riparian and late
successional reserves that restrict for-

est manage-
ment. Other
areas such as
matrix lands in
the PNW
region have a
greater focus
on timber pro-
duction, but
still lack con-
sensus relative
to timber har-
vest volume,
age of stand to
harvest, inten-
sity of manage-
ment practices
(e.g., regenera-
tion harvesting
vs. plantation
thinning), and
local input vs. national support from
conservation and timber groups.
However, some new programs appear
to be effective in getting more projects
implemented and with broader public
support. Forest collaborative groups,
stewardship contracting, and the use
of an ecosystem services framework
may provide new means for accom-
plishing necessary improvement proj-
ects as an integrating concept for fed-
eral agencies.  

Interest in developing an all-lands
approach to forest restoration led to
the Collaborative Forest Landscape
Restoration (CFLR) program to

encourage collaborative, science-
based ecosystem restoration of priority
forest landscapes. The CFLR has goals
to encourage ecological, economic,
and social sustainability; leverage local
resources with national and private
resources; facilitate the reduction of
uncharacteristic wildfire; encourage
utilization of forest restoration by-
products to offset treatment costs to
benefit local rural economies; and to
improve forest health. Oregon,
Washington, and Idaho have seven
large CFLR collaboratives and these
planning efforts often include both
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A forester evaluates mapping in a riparian area in Josephine
County, Oregon.
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public and private lands using a col-
laborative management approach for
forest restoration. In addition to the
large CFLR efforts, most national
forests in the PNW and Alaska now
have formal forest collaborative
groups established to develop com-
mon goals and consensus on projects
that include restoration of timber,
water, fish and wildlife habitat, and
recreation (multiple-use forestry by a
different name).

Stewardship contracting includes
management practices designed to
improve forest restoration on public
lands. With stewardship, agencies have
adopted “collaboration” as a means to
develop implementable land manage-
ment projects that meet the goals and
objectives of forest plans and benefit
local and rural communities. These
projects shift the focus of federal
forestland management away from the
material being removed and toward a
desired future resource condition. 

Stewardship contracts are also a
means for federal agencies to con-
tribute to the development of sustain-
able rural communities, restore and
maintain healthy forest ecosystems,
and provide a continuing source of
local income and employment.
Stewardship contracting blends serv-
ice and timber sale contracts resulting
in a new tool that invests receipts gen-
erated back into the projects to com-

plete additional on-the-ground treat-
ments. Examples include road and
trail maintenance to restore water
quality, thinning of stands to promote
older forest characteristics and habitat
for wildlife or fisheries, use of pre-
scribed fire to improve stand structure,
and reducing fire hazards for water-
shed restoration or maintenance of
wildlife or fish habitat. The concepts of
“stewardship” and “restoration” have
an appeal to both the public and pri-
vate sectors and may enable necessary
efforts to improve conditions on
national forestlands.

Ecosystem services, in conjunction
with the concepts of restoration and
stewardship, has the potential to pro-
vide a new way of framing and
describing the comprehensive set of
benefits that people receive from
forests and landscapes. These include
commonly recognized goods such as
timber and fresh water, as well as
processes like climate regulation, soil
formation, and cultural assets. The
Forest Service has been exploring use
of the framework of ecosystem servic-
es as a way to describe forest values
provided by federal lands and to
attract and build partnerships with
stakeholders and non-government
organizations to implement needed
projects.

The Forest Service is working with a
variety of private forest landowners to

develop an ecosystem services frame-
work to broadly conserve biodiversity
and integrate management of private
and public lands to restore watersheds
and enhance wildlife and fisheries
habitat across ownership boundaries.
The new USFS Planning Rule is also
using the concept of ecosystem servic-
es to describe and articulate benefits
provided from public lands. In addi-
tion, the agency is in the early stages of
applying ecosystem services to opera-
tions and management decisions.
Water is increasingly recognized as a
critical ecosystem service and federal
agencies are investing resources to
both quantify and describe the value
of water provided from public lands.

Overall, these new programs are
showing potential to move forward on
the management of federal lands using
a more collaborative approach. I also
see encouraging signs in the develop-
ment of an all-lands approach to man-
aging forestlands with many federal,
state, and private landowners working
together to improve management
across broad landscapes. In addition,
an ecosystem services approach can
help agencies identify why particular
management actions are needed and
the quantity or quality of services
these management activities provide. 

Managing forests to provide a broad
collection of goods and services
encourages an interdisciplinary and
landscape-scale perspective that is
critical to help land managers inte-
grate and assess potential tradeoffs
among different ecosystem services. In
summary, the management of federal
lands appears to be moving more
toward a consensus-based approach
that will provide a broad suite of val-
ues that may resonate more effectively
with the public than the concept of
multiple-use forestry.  ◆

Bob Deal is a research forester for the
USDA Forest Service PNW Research
Station in Portland, Ore. Bob is
involved in many SAF activities includ-
ing serving as the Portland Chapter
chair, on the national Forest Science
and Technology Board, and as editor of
the Dictionary of Forestry. He can be
reached at 503-808-2015 or rdeal@
fs.fed.us.
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